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Sodexho still runs Victory Perk
BY TARA DIXON

weren't he!ll'd, we need to make it sociate vice-president of financiai .
known. What happened may de- administration Sylvia Bessegato.
velop ,in the future if students'
Another issue was the use of meat
Students' ~fforts to change Vic- voices were never heard. We need . plan board points and Muskie
tory Perk; the ·coffee shop. in the to make that known tp the people .Money on· students AU-Cards. CurGallagher Center, into astud_ent-run in· charge," said· Student Govern- rently students can purchase food
business _failed over the summer.
ment Association President senior and drinks Jrom Victory Perk using
their Sodexho meal plan, which
The students, seniors Marcy Andy Gibson.
Conklin, Brigid Kelly, and Jeff
The venture ended when admin- made up forty percent of Victory
Lyon, and juniors Keri Dooley and istration questioned the students Perk's profits last year. ·
But if Victory· Perk was· not
Mathew Dooley, devised a .nine- ability to address important issues
teen-page business plan and had. concerning a food service opera- owned by Sodexho, then students
could not use thier. meal plans for
. lined up vendors and operation ., tion.
purchases.
. plans designed to take over ownerConcerns were also raised about
ship and operation of Victory Perk
"~_weren't·
trying
insuranc~
and liability, and obtainbeginning with the. 2004-05 aca· Plans were being made to make Victory Perk a student-run
ing
_health
licenses.
demic year.
to
Starbucks
or
operation, but th~se plans were dis~issed over the summer.·
According
to
Bessegato,
stu''We weren't trying to be
dents
would
have
trouble
obtainStarbucks or make money. We were make money. .
were ing· the necessary health licenses.· way of providing alternatives. I feel fluence with any aspects of Victory
trying to open a coffee shop for the
students the way they want to be trying to open a coffee . Sodexho currently holds the health that there were other issues that Perk.
licenses for Xavier's food services. could have been raised that could ·
"It's not student run, so I don't
served, when they want to be
"Victory Perk was never meant have helped ma}\e it happen.
. want to have. our names with it,
served, an ·5 what they want tq be shop for the students
to be a stand alone operation. It · . "I pl1;tn on talking with whether its good or bad or whether
served," Conklin said.
The students worked with the ihe ,way they want to doesn't hav~-enough storage or 're~ [Bessegato] and anyone else in- people complinient it ornot. It's not
~essegaiosaict Right·- ·valved-in: the adininistratiori-side · a .student organization," said junadministration through .the spring
served,~
·they frigeration,'"
now Victory: Perk uses storage - oil a personal basis to determine .· ·· ior Keri Dooley..
semester and iate into the summer,
Even though this situation
until the students felt they were no .want to beserved, and owned:J:>y Sodexho, but if it were what happened and to see if in the
.
. '
student run those facilitfos wouldn't future we can avoid these issues," ended in failure,. people involved
. longer being taken seriously by the
what they want to· be be available, according to he said.
administration.
·
don't want c;>ther groups to be disBessegato.
.The students were offered one . couraged from approaching the ad. ''All of a sudden things stopped.
The students were aware of these · or two co-op positions, allowing· ministration with future proposals.
We thought there were conversa- serve . :
. "We certainly want to suppo_rt
tions going on above our heads
- M~rcy Conklin .issues, and believed they were meet- them to manage Victory Perki.Jnder
ing
with
administratfon,.to
bring
Sodexho,
which
they
declined.
student
run things, but a food serb~c.ause it seemed things just
Senior
everyo ne up to date on their
viceoperationismorecomplexthan
stopped," Conklin said, .
progress When they were informed
runniiig Flix, for i_nstance. Certainly
"I felt like we were annoying for
·Sodexho, like a child that'wouldn't . "There was discussiOn with stu- the venture was no longer viable.
" ·
·
when stud~nis have entrepreneur·
.
1
W-£>' certainty want ial ideas, the university will be
.shut up; That's how they treated.us. dents last spring with Student De- . "That concern ·was without any
They asked us questions that were. velopment. Even back then there consultation with us. Her p~r~pf?c- to sunnort studen_ t run . happy to discuss them, but we have
Tr
to be realistic and see if it's posanswered in our business plan," Keri were issues raised that students . tive was, 'What could. go wrong?'
couldn't address. The.studentshad Our perspective was, 'Howcan we ·things~ but a food sible.
Dooley said.
"The.last thing we wanted was
Eventuaily SGA heard about the a business plan that certafoly had make this work?'.That's typi9al ofa ·
· struggle's of the students, and are merit. We certainly want to support financial person, but if you look at service operation is for students to take over the operathe efforts of entrepreneurial stu- any .situation like that you won't ·
tion and fail, not only for the stulooking into the situation.
ex (1-n dentsbutforthecustomersaswell.
"If student~· rights and voices . dents when~ver possible,'' said !lS- · get anything -done," Mathew more
Dooley said.
•
sorry the students are disap''They hadn't even read our busi~ running·
ix, o_r pointed so I understand why they
ness plan before making their de- instance~.,,
didn't want to work with a co-op,''
cision. They assumed we hadn't
Bessegato said.
- . Sylvia Bessegato
· "I think there have been plenty
thought of or came. to any conclu"
sions, The proper .way to handle it
Associative Vice President of. of examples of administration
Financial Administration working with students interested in
would. liave. been to say, 'Things
need work, let's see-if we can work
entrepreneurial ~entures or big
through some issues;'.' he· said.
"'That didn't make sense because projects like this. This is an ex~ple
SGAunderstands why the stu- wewereacoherentgroupoffive.It of one that didn't go through. It
. dents are upset; and are committed was about ownership, it was about shouldn't deter students from purto looking into the issue.
a learning experience.
suing projects in the future," Gibson
''Any time students put in so
. "We feel like we were bullied -said.
·
much work .and· effort and they· into ·a little box, so we said thanks
If there are students who are ind_on't achieve' their gcial, there is a but no thanks," Conklin said.
terested in pursuing this or any
level of disappointment," Gibson
The students wish to clarify that other venture, the group is intersaid.
·
despite their :work last semester, the ested in passing along their re"I would have iiked the admin- coffee shop ii> still run by Sodexho, .. search and assisting a new group of
istration to be more helpfu( iri the and that no students have any in- students.
Senior News· Writer
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BRIEFS .·Bangladeshi··Wonten·.··•call·stlJ_d~p*s~··

Meg Nalezny & John. Thomas,·
Editors
News Room: 745-3122
newsilvire-news@xavier.edU

·3ttention·to poor labor condilio~s
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"Don't Tell Anna"
Need a pick-me-up after all
those midterms? Xavier's improvisational performance group,
"Don't Tell Anna," will put on two ·
shows this weekend.. Head to
Kelley Auditorium at 8 p.m. this
Friday or Saturday for an evening
of laughs.

unless it is an emergency and the·
worker has a written pass from the .
Contributing Writer
supervisor.
Nq talking is allowed during
Three Bangladeshi women de- · . work hours and the women are ususcribed the shocking conditions· ally expected to produce about 12Q
they have 'endured as factory work- · pieces of clothing per hour~
ers for clothing manufacturers to an
They must w_ork seven days a
·
audience of Xavier students and fac- week and there are ho days off.
· ulty on Sept. 29.
The fact about garment workers
Charles Kernaghan, Executive that causes the most outrage- is salDirector for the National Labor ary..
Committee for Worker and Human
Workers are paiq an average of
Rights; spoke at the event and riine cents an hour-'-about eightdolbrought with him Robina, Maksuda, lars and twenty-six cents· a week. ·
and Sk Nazma, who are three
It is not uncommon for workers
.NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY CHRISTINA BLUST
·Bangladeshi WOmeff Whom .have to be. roped together at..the feet durworked in g'arment factor:ies for ing work hours; to be. hit, slapped, Three Bangladeshi garmentworkers joinec!. Charles Kernagtian to
seven years.
and kicked by their supervisors if speak on human rights on Sept. 29. ·
Along with the three women was . they are not produ.cirig their 120
a translator, Rafiq Alam. ·
pieces per hour.
in a one room house.
mel)tioned ·earlier, give the factoThe event was sponsored by the
The three women who visited
Despite ·the fact that she has · ries·whose workers will accept the ·
Edward B. Brueggerman Center for Xavier, Robina, Maksuda, and Sk worked-eight Years.in a factory> she : lowest wages, the least benefits
Dialogue, the Ethics/Religion and Nazma, told the audience of. their still cannot afford a toothbrush, a . Oimd the most misera~le living and
.Society Program, the Department of lives in Bangladesh. The women had bed to sleep in, and. cannot remem- working conditions in their busiTheofogy, the Peace and Justice be~n in America for just niite days ber the last time she has eaten meat. ness.
The Gfobal Assembly Jine is what
When Maksuda spoke she said
programs, and the Center for B.usi.: · when they spoke at Xavier. Before
ness Ethics and Sociai Responsibil~ , · then; they had ·never heard of makes thes~ working conditi<?ns . that Bangladesh ~'has good fabor
· d . possible,
- laws, but they ar; riot enforced by
ity.
America or. even known ·.It ex1ste
According to the speakers, the Each one shared her life story with
An example of the GlobalAssem- the government."
·
biy line is as follows: EI.Salvador
·When· asked what the women
average worker in garment factories
the Xavier community,
None had heard of the CO!llpa- produces cotton, whjch will sent will do when they return to
in countries like :Bangfad~sh, is a
··
· States
' to w h. 1c
· h · to China where it. w_ill be m. ade into Barigalclesh, Sk Nazma inforined
female between
the ages o f 16. an d nies in the United
25.
the clothiitg they were making was fabric.
the audience that they are sup.c
th
th
.
From
China.
,
the
f.abr.ic
w.
ill
be
··posed
to be protected by the U.S.
A normal work d ay 1or e ree being sent.
womanjs 12 hours in an extremely
They had never s~en a movfo, rid~ sent to Vietnam, Bangladesh or an- Embassy but they will lose their
.hot factory.
den a bicycle, .or seen a television. · .other country to be put through the · jobs, be blacklisted from all factoThey/have permission fo tak.e a
"These women are the hardest garment assembly process.
ries and be harassed by factory su~
15 minute break for dinner, which working women I have ever met in
From there, the United States will pervisors for. exposing working
usually consists of bananas or .bis- my.entire life and yet they are poor,'' import the products tax free because. coridjtions ...
large companies. are exempt. from
The National Labor Committee
cuits. ·
said Kernaghan.
·
·
·
·
k
·
import
quo.
tas
and
tariffs.
·
·for
Worker and Human Rights will
There are no .bathroom brea s
Robina lives with eight people
. , Co!llpanies such as Disney, GAP, .compensate their wages when they
·Kohl's, Mary-Kate and Ashley . return to.Bangladesh.
Olsen, and the most prominent WalThe group will travel to 31 uniMart participate in the "race to the versities and about 12 high
. bottom".
.
schools· around the U,nited States.
This race puts garment factories
Kernaghan .. and the women
against one another. to see who can made a point to say that ay;areness
..
hire the cheapest labor.
. is the first step to stopping the in- .
·,\
· • 1 83 percent of all· clothing pur-' justices done to-woi:nen in sweat·
chased in the .UJ)it~d ·Staies is im- ·• shops thro]Jghou~ the world.
ported from ·other countries.
For more irifori:nation ori sweat-.
. American companies, according . shops and. wprking conditions in
- visit .
to Kernaghan, ·want to produce the ot.h·er · ·· •. countries,
product at the lowest price possible, . www,nlcnet.org (National La.bor ·
·. and .then sell it at a much higher Committee)
.or
visit
pri~e. therefor:e 'having large re- www.sweatshopwatch.org to find'
turn profit. .
. ·information· on U~ited Students·
1:-arger'companies, lik~ the ones AgainstSweatshops.
HEIDI SLUSS

Alcohol Sc.reenings .
Are you secretly concerned
about your alcohol use? Are others expressing concern about your
use of alcohol? As ·part of Alcohol
awareness .week, free, discrete and
confidential alcohol screenings
will be available from 12 p.m. to
2 p.m. on Wednesday' in room 205
of Elet Hall. For additional information, call Dr. Birckhead at 745~
'3022.

U.S. Foreign P~Ucy
As part of the Ethics/Religion
and Society Program;Xavier will
host a·. John Ikenberry, author and
professor of politics and international affairs at Princeton University, at 7 p.m. on Thursday in the
· Schiff Family Conference Center.
·He will speak oh ethics in U.S.
foreign policy in an address, titled,
"American Power and World Order: Between Empire and a Community of Democracies." .

All play, no work
Has college life left you feeling tired and old? RSA is offering
you a chance to throw responsibility out the window and act like
a kid again. "Old School Recess,"
whic:;h will include kickball, prizes.
and bag luilches,·will ~ke.place
from 3' t,o. .7.;Pitil ..~~.~\~iS~t4rcJaY:!ql(
the Greenspace. · · ·'
i:! · ·. •·. ·
'

:

Shanties on the mall
Students will erect mock shan~
ties this Sunday in preparation for
"~hantytown," a homeless aware~
ness program which will l~st
through Oct. 22. Shanty spaces
are available for sale through the
Dorothy Day House and proceeds
will benefit the.Drop-Inn Center
of Cincinnati. Also, speakers and
reflections will be hosted
throughout the week ..
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Sept. 27, 3 p.m. -An employee reported damage to a wall
·in Brockman Hall.

Talib K weli ~t XU
Sept 27, 1:20 p.m.·-1\vo non~
Talib Keweli, a rapper whose
studentswere escorted off campus·
message has a socially conscious
after they .were observed solicittwist, will perform at'; 8 in. ·Oct. ' '· :'Ing m'oriey' lri the Gallagher Stu~
29, at the Cintas Center. Tickets· .. dent Center..
·
are now available at the G~llagher
Student Center and through
Sept>27, 7:45 p.m. -A non-·
Ticketmaster. Tickets for students
student was cited for driving'while .
·go on sale this Friday on the
under suspensioilin the F&W lot.
Greenspace at 1-2:30 p.m. and sell
.Tlie
vehicle was towed.
for $10; while, all other's are $20
a piece. For more inform~tion, call
the Student Activities Council at
. "
~-'.
x3534.

p.

Police Notes
Oct. 2, 1:10 a.m.---: A student
was cited for public iridecency and
underage consumption of alcohol
in the Cohen lot.

Oct. 8, 10 a.m. - Campus Police found two cars broken into in
the South lot. · S~veral CDs .\¥ere
take.n during the theft.

Oct. 4, 12:?0 p.m; __:_A student
Oct. 9, 3:30 a.m• ...2.... TWo non' reported the ·theft of a saxophone . studentjuveriiles were warned about
tamp~ring with the. erriergency
from Edgecliff Hall._
phone 'near the Fieldhouse. _
·. Oct.10~ 3 p.m;-'Tw~ stude~ts·
Oct. 5, 6 :30 p.m. - Campus Police and.·Residence Life conducted reported the theft of personal propa rooin searc.h in· Buenger.H~ll for erty froin two rooms on the 6th floor ·.
drugs_ ~n<l drug paraplienialia.'. Sev- ·· of Kuhlman Hall. The theft occurred .·
. eratitems were confiscated and stu- over fall break~
'deit~s'.:.wm face disciplinary action .•
. ~-" . :·:
i.
·,._
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table research pl:ojects is hi$ work . admitting his pursuit was hard,·but
has proven very worthwhile. .
"Physicists can jump when othBeethoven's hair as means of dis. ers can't," Dr. Kemner joked.
covering the cause of his death.
Dr. Ken Kemnel:, a member of the . . Dr. Kemner's ·laboratory was
Senior .Sam Bish and junior
team ofscientists assembled to de- . contacted by Bill .Walsh of the Monika Uhr, both physics majors,
· termine Beethoven's cause of Health Research Institute who had agreed that the program has been
death, visited Xavier's campus Oct. . been contactecl by people from the very beneficial.
Both students attended all the
1 to share-his findings as part of the Beethoven Society.
·The Beethoven Society re- lectures that took place last year
Physics Department's lecture series.
Xavier was chosen among ceived the great composer's hair:s and will continue to attend those
twenty other schools across the U.S. from Kay Freming, who in turn was scheduled in the future.
Uhr hopes to become a high
to participate in the American In- given the hairs as a gift of gratitude
stitute of Physics' program to help after helping the suppressed dur- school physics teacher, while Bish.
is still undecided as ·to which· camarket physics to college students. ing the Holocaust.
In Beethoven's day it was cus- reer path he will. pursue .
Each school invites alumni to
The next speaker scheduled for
return and share their successes and . tomary for locks of haii to be
failures and to inform current stu- snipped from corpses and kept as the series, an alumnus who pro-·
memorabilia.
.
cured the patentfor Pampers diadents about life after coliege.
"The question kids always ask
Such hairs are very valuable, and pers, will allow physics majors and
can
be sold· for around $80,000 a the rest of the alumni to witness
is 'what am I going to do with a
once again the possibilities .that a
degree in physics?"' said physics . piece on markets such as eBay.
professor Terry Toepker.
Six of Beethoven's hairs were Xavier education offers.
analyzed by x-ray analysis because
. such methods prevent damage to
the hairs.
The-follicles showed an extremely high content of lead,
which proves that Beethoven
likely died from lead poisoning.
In his early 20s, Beethoven began to develop a chronic disturb. ing illness whose. symptoms in-Terry Toepker
cluded depression, irritability and
Physics Professor abdominal distress .
. All these symptoms parallel
those of lead poisoning,
·
·•··Dr.Kemner ha8 enjoyed his time
Dr. Kemner graduated from working at the Argonne National
Xavier in 1986 and went onto pur- Laboratory, especially working.
sue his Ph.D. from Notre Dame Uni- with scientists of various concenversity.
trations.
"When all these disciplines
During his time at Notre Dame,
he began to expiore ·different sci- come together it's exciting; it's dyentific disciplines such as material namic," he said. .
·science, chemistry; microbiology,
To show his· gratitude and apbotany, mycology and geology.
preciation of Xavier; Dr. Kemner
All of these studies played a sig- was happy to participate in the pronificant role in his decision to be- gram and to also reunite with _
come a biogeochemical -physicist. Toepker. ·
Toepker had rented out his baseWhile spending time working at
the Naval Research Lab, Dr. ment to Dr. Kemner during his studKemner simultaneously served on ies at Xavier. ·
··The professors here were always
the National Research Council.
He is currently employed at.the very approachable. I really had
Argonne National Laboratory greatexperience," Dr. Kemner said.
Toward the end of his lecture, Dr.
where he has worked for the past
eleven years.
Kemner encouraged the physics
One of Dr. Kemner's most no- majors who attended the lecture by
RACliEL.
PETERS
.
·.
Contributing Wr;iter

ori the ~nalysis of Ludwig von
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"The question kids
always ask is 'what am
I going to do with a
degree in physics?"
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Hip-hop artistTalib KvveliwiU
performing.in the Cintas Center
on Ocl29~Ticket prices for stu~ents are-$10;; ·.
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On Wednesday, October 13th, X-Yoµ Decide will sponsor a screening of the
third and final Presidential Debate. The event runs from 7:00 pm until approximately 11 :30 pm and will include debate and discussion periods both
before and after the Presidential Debate with a panel of prominent members
of the Kerry-Edwards and the Bush-Cheney campaigns
as well as faculty from Xavier University and the
I . !J ·
University of Cincinnati. Free pizza and refreshments I
rI r
will be provided. See you there!
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Arc you concerned about Ille rece11t m:snufts on Xavier students?
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Do yon foci fllrente11ed as n student on or near cam1ms?
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STUDENT
at Senate's meeting this Monday, October 18
in Gallagher 214 at 3:00 PM
•

Please feel free to come even if you have to leave early or
can only stay for a few minutes.
• The Senate meeting on November I is being designated to
follow up student concerns expressed on October 181h.
: . Co11iad Senate 'Now ai .,:,... new c-~m1il add~·ess;
.
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SGA is pleased to welcome the following first-year
students to Student Activities Council and Senate.

~~

hi.
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+ From
Kailin Borton (SAC) Communications Arts: Advertising Major from Glenmore, PA
Kailin: "You're happiest while you're making the greatest contribution." -Robert F. Kennedy
+ From
Willie Byrd, Jr. (Senate) International Business Major from Indianapolis, IN
WiJJie: I love helping to make my school a better place for others.
+ Alyssa
Deutsch (SAC) Public Relations Major, Peace Studies Minor from New Prague, MN
From Alyssa: Getting People Invloved.
+ Jeff
Kerscher (Senate) Political Science Major from Toledo, OH
From Jeff: Xavier is changing, and I want to have a positive impact on its progress.
+ Heidi
Mallis (Senate) Organizational Communication Major from Phoenix, AZ
From Heidi: Enjoy working with others/Hope to keep up XU tradition of excellence.
+ Michael
Marciano (SAC) Marketing Management Major from Rochester, NY
From Michael: I wish to make the Xavier community a better place!
+ Hope
Orono (Senate) Political Science Major from Cannel, IN
From Hope: Hope is passion for what is possible. -Soren Kierkegaard
+ From
Jessica Rewa (SAC) Philosophy, Politics, and the Public Major from Hopkins, MI
Jessica: I hope to enhance SAC and help keep campus-life fun.
+ From
Chris Todd (SAC) Business Undecided Major from Pigeon Forge, TN
Chris: I wanted to carry over my leadership roles from high school to college.
+ Ryan
C. Wheatley (SAC) Business Major from Louisville, KY
From Ryan: I want to have fun while planning activities with other Xavier students.

i
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latatday-C~ l"ootbaU/Ohlo etu.·ve. Iowa @ 3;30

llanMY-·&L--GameDay/Bnpkw. . . . . . @l:OOpm
Mtactn lflgllt hotbd ... me Jll••a/*3.oo Ste.dtam 1M:e1t
Tl&etaclg- Kaaoke wJtll Bddie@9:QO ,_ QQmtUS-§QQJ.1: The o.c~· and. Ladi-. Night -e~ey. Thursday ·
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•$-1.50 domestic bt!e.1'8. during an Buckeye and Bengal .
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Now Hiring ~·ne.t Bariel.,.s
AppJ.y·wltJdnW7 at &CO pm.
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Pukiq8t Bmbn 8abl:p 11.114 Klede1'•
. :U Mui Oftf oalf

·.za.f.•r sludtt. GPailaile t.o aailfeom Baakn.'• ·

EXTRA!! EXTRA!!.
REAP ALL ABOUT IT!!!.
ALL Tl;IOSE INTERESTED IN A
GENDER & DIVERSITY STUDIES
MINOR...

·Come· and get it!!!

FREE!!
PIZZA, CHIPOTL:e, AND
-DRINKS
. 'Vdl,·;·oilo1;ght.to ~et1 it. ]t.
h~

·a. n.'ltim·utl nc'\\•spriper nnd
·_.·the · only ·iliustmh.~d · colbrerl ·
jonrrml publiShc<l. Jt isbc:i.n~
· Ufoll\· ·ilhistralctl :1i1rl lS brim
fnll<if l)o1·tr:\fo; a11si skctclfos
of rcf)1·l-senb.llivc:t:r}1ot:Gt1 men
'mtd .\vciihen. lts·cartoons ar\d
· sketche~ . <m; · ·original •rnd
. uniq\ie .'lniJ · itr;· snbscl'iptiott,
price .is '$2-~o per ?'~il£~'.$.t<t5 .
~pot• l'l~ nwntlt$1 1rlvnrint>ly·:1n
' ~dv:i:ncc~ .· ·
· · ..

.·. · . ·sencf~5rs;\JfipJe:c,9pi~s~n~t

<Ot1r'c*t\~ordinnrv·ind\ic~1nei:its
fo ngcnt$;: hc1~ii¢¥{ . · . · · ·

THE.FREEMAN....

.

· .a:uw.\1ro 'E;'(1{JrjFEu~1!u1;11~1~r.
hn>•:
. .l~t)fANA-Por:..1s
.- .
"··~ .....• '::·
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.
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. Do YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT THIS EXCITING
MiNOR IS ALL ABOUT AND HOW IT CAN ENRICH
YOUR EXPERIENCE HERE AT XAVIER (NOT TO
ME~TION GET ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR IT)?

THEN JOIN CURRENT MiNORS AND
MEMBERS O~ THE GENDER AND DIVERSITY
STUDIES ·coMMITEE TO UNDERSTAND
WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT!

Where: · Gallagher Clock
Tower
Whetl.:
.. Thursday
October.14th @ 4:30p.m

· Questions? Contact:
Dr. ChristineAnderson
x4246 or
Dr. Tyrone Williams x
2014

Questions? Contact:
Dr. M. Christine Anderson x4246 or
Dr. Tyrone Williams x 2014
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·According to Nora

•••

. THE ONLY THING SENIORS A.RE SURE ABOUT IS THAT THEY'RE UNSURE ABOUT EVERYTl-llNG
'

·'

l was not cut out for the ~ec:retarial school, there is no promise that I
arts and I had an embarrassing lack wouldn't resort to vfolence. .
.
; _ lean ~so rule out anyjob where
"So, what's the plan for next. of body strength.
I was also able Jo: eliminate larri: required.to (fo ariy sorl ofinath,
year?" If I had a nickel for every
Our generation is one of the first deal with situations ~here the abil- tirrie somebody tias asked me this- "housewifl:( as a possibility; 1fy see bloo_d, .sit in :a cubicle; wear a:
to grow upin the Information Age. ity to communicate with. one an- · questfon, my bank account · niotherwasworkinglateorieriight, . stupid unifonil., or ~~Ii ~riythiirg.J
W~ experienced middle school other. Online socialization is a dis- wouldn't be overdrawn. Now, I 'so lmade diD.nerfor my ~ather. He- - have realized thatp;ocess of elimi- .
through Ameri'Ca Online, high tortion of actual conversation, giv- · knowthat people are just trying ·to took two bites, declared, "It's not nation isn't the niosi practical way .
school. through cell phones, and · ing. one more leeway in what can· make polite conversation and fill b.ad for a first try;• and then got . to choos~ a career. People· always
college through an absolute depen- 'be said because you don't have to the awkward silence with an inno- Subway for both of us. Also, I am . tell you to thiiik about 'what you
dency on both.
look the other person in the eye to ~ent question, but it still drives me mentally unable to. comprehend enjoy d()ing; and pick a career that'
Hey, stop checking
say it. fo the same crazy. I can't stand to stutter when something.is ditty and needs is closely related to that..Theprobaway
messages,
light, go ahead and through some hair brained expla~ to be· cleaned.
· · 1e~ is that since I've started col->
there's a point to all
try and use sarcasm nation of the fact that my-only plan
iwol!ld rather see hovv ~igh I · lege, my• old interests have comthis. Our dependency
in your next instant is that I have no plan.
.can pile. my filthy dishes than a'c- pleteiy faded away. • .
on technology has
messenger conversa- · It's not even that I don't have a tually load them into_ the 'dish· .I'm so.obsessed with school and
reached. an apex
tion; see how well . plan, it'sthatihavetoo.manyplans. washer ·and press "start". lam my grades that the only things that
wherein
normal
that works out.
·I'm a girl of a thousand whims. One hardly· the kind of woman who I truly have time to enjoy are compeople, not just kids
•The phenomenon day I' might want to move to Lon- should be left responsible for. the pletely mindless activities that help
in dark basemen ts •
·ofthe, portable MP3 ·don, be a barmaid, mai-ry a Lon- quality ofliving her family enjoys. me unwirid. I don't think partying
~
player; 'perpetuated . doner and become a UK citizen.··
or sleeping- are interests that can
with shirts that say
"The Truth Is Out
' -·~.
. mainly through·· The next moment.I'll move to LA
lead to apromising career, although
There,"
have - - - - - - - - - - - - the Apple iPod, to be a talent agent.
I'msuretherearepeoplewhocould
trouble communi"
n
t n
ha_s_·
also
This may be why my parents re. •
argue that point; .
.
·
eating with people
m·orphed some spo.nd.to my plans for the. future
W
I don'tfoel alone'in this~·1 know
0C
0
individuals into with the same enthusiasm as if I
lots. of people who are graduating
face-to-face.
While
the
..f.
veritable zom- 'were re9Wng what I ate for break·with a clear idea of what their fuInternet has given
hies with hours of fast. It's hard to support a "dream"
tureholds,andladmire them.I also
us a w~alth of re-.
digital music at thaihasexistedforaboutadayand
•
I
knowplentyofpeoplewholookat
sources for infor'
· .
their disposal.
has the shelflife of a week. .
the future with question marks in
mation, entertainThe.Walkman
Thissummer,ltookapart-ti~e
their eyes . . ,
.
.
ment and commu1ri the 80's and job at alaw firm to see if that field
'.r
.
And. while yes, it is a seripus
nication, it.has W
the portable-CD interested me. My plan was to
thing that we.should be thinking
also made us
player in the 90's choose a path by process of elimiabout, it's. not something that we
numb to the perwere smaller ver- nation. My basic responsibilities
should be losing sleep over. When
'sonal connection we receive from · sions o_f this phenomenon, but with at the law firll! were filing, stapling,
The only· other jobs I've had . you_obsess on the futu~e, yo.u miss
genuine conversation.
the sheer amou'nt of. time one can copying, and moving heavy boxes have been retail (shoot m~ please), out on the present. We're more than
Between unlimited cell phone spend with an iPod_in their ears and . that nob9dy else could· move. I was restaurant hostess (no, your table our grades and our GPAs, we'remore
· plans, two-ways, pagers, iri.stant the portability factor, more and either bored out of my· miiid and is not ready, back off!)~ a11d life- . than our.future job titles and :inmessaging, and e-mail, people are more p.eople are wa!.king around covered with paper ~tits or I was guard (thanks for jumping in the ·comes.
..
finding fewer and fewer reasons to dead to the wortci: · · ·
sore from doing physical l~borin a . deep end when you don'.t know .
A liberal arts education· is all ·
actually speak to one ~mother in per. However, the convenience of the skirt and heels.
how to swim,· idfot) .. Since I'm an about preparing you for any possi. Information Age cannot be overson.
I grew to resent the sound of my English major, people usually as~ bility. Who knows where I'll be a
Even when we do find time to looked. It's a fact we get things own name. "Oh,Nora ... "wasusu- sumethatl'mgoingtobeateacher. yeru:fromnow,perhapsl'Hbefeedactually speak to one another, the done in a more streamlined manner ally followed by, "I can't lift these Ahem,HELL NO!
· ing the homeless in San FranCisco·
abbreviated .. techi1o-speak that gets these days, especially with a sys-· boxe·s. Do you mind?" Oh nooooo, , Not that there Is anything wrong or stapling and filing in downtown
used in on line conversations and in tern like MyXU, which encourages I don't mind doing a dead lift in with being a. teacher, i.t's a very Minneapolis. For the next eight
text messages bleeds into actual Xavier students to· be part of an kitten-heel mules. That's what I'm noble and respectable job. But if I ·months, I'll be trying to e11joy the
"online community."
here for! My brief foray into the had to deal 'with kids who were journey without worrying about the
conversation.
Still, while we rely on our tech-· '-'real:world"ta_ught metwo things: anything like I was when I was in destination.
More and more students are walking around campus telling each nology fo communicate with each .
other "LOL," "BRB," arid the ever- other, it's also important that we are
not the generation responsible for
present "WTF?"
Without personal.interaction, a killing the art of human interaction.
Ii1 response to the three letters I, 100 families and friends who ·· deceased soldier be removed from
society becomes less and less apt to TIYL!
submitted to the edit.or _last week have lost a loved one to this war. the exhibit, they happily remove
CIRCULATION 3,000
COPYRIGHT2004
regarding the Eyes Wide Open ex- Of course, there will be differences the name. The photographs, prayer
· Editor in Chief & Publisher DANIEL COX
hibit,'! would like io offer afew in opinion, ideology arid under- · ·cards, .and rosaries added to the
'Managing Edi~or LISADEGENHART
thoughts and clarifici1;tfons ... First standing about the Eyes Wide _boots were added by the families.
Business Manager MOLLY BAYER
. Just as flowers are placed at a cemof all' I want to thank the authors Open exhibit.
Advertising Manager ELIZABETH ARNETT
·for submitting their ideas in· writ- ·
etery; oi photographs have. been
Advertising Assistant ANN TASSONE
.:ing. into ·the Newswire; which for
added to other memorials, tliese
Adviser PATRICKLARKIN ·
Ey~s families have been stirred by the
the past few weeks has had vacant
Campus News Editors •
. Diversions Editors
·space and advertisements in the
feelings in their hearts to keep the ·
MEGNALEZNY
JIMMY DILLON
area titled editorials and opinions ..
memory of their fallen loved O!le
JOHN THOMAS
TONY MCCO.SHAM
One. of the· goals of bringing the
alive through placing somet,hing
Senior News Editor
Calendar
· Eyes Wide Open exhibit on cam~
on the boots that represent that solTARA DIXON
JOSH KATOA!<A
dier.
· ·
pus was to promote dialogue and.
Opinions and Editorials
Copy Editors
In
fact,
two
pairs
of boots in the
discussion about the war in Iraq
CHA VON MITCHELL
M~RY BETH BENNETT
exhibit are thy acnia1 boots of th~
which
appears
to
have
been
accomBRYON LORTON
PATRICK GILL
•,· . · · · ·h·.·· .. soldiers; These two families deplished at least in the pages of the
Sports Editors.
.
DAVID WARFIELD
_t. J
C
Newswire.
cided to donate the boots to .the
DAVID GILMORE
Contributing Writers
The Eyes Wide Open exhibit
exhibit. Obvio~sly; they did not
RACHEL FISCHER
CASEY WELDON
~ :feel the exhibit dishonored the sac~ ·
has been travelirig the country and
Online Editor
BRANDI WILLIAMS
is
designed
to
remi~d
people
of
the
WAYLONENVIK
RACHEL PETERS
remainingsen~#i'lJC
rificeof.theirsons ...
Distribution Manager
human cost of the War in Iraq. It
HEIDI SLUSS
· • ;2c1are·Muga~in
. JOSH BOBINGER
Peace &·Justice ..Progra,;,s
NORA' MCINERNY
evoked some very powerful einoAdvertising Sales
TJ•
"
.·
· . lnte~.n
tioris and thoughts while on camKEVIN MCKENNA
pus, as it should _have.. If apathy is
our response tO war, we are at a sad
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavi.r New>wire is publishC\I weekly lhroughgeneral staff.:
· .
· ·.
intersection in history: ·
. While the Eyes Wide Open ex~
out the school year. except during vacalion and finarexSubscription rates are ·s30 per year or $15 per se-·
· The profound loss experienced hibit is organized by· a· pacifist
anis. by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
me.•ter within the USA and are prorated. Subscrlpllon
· Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
Inquiries should be directed lo Daniel Cox, 513-745-.
by the family and friends of each group, the American Friends SerThe slalT editorial is written by a dilTerenlStaff mem3067.
·
ber each week and do not necessarily reOecl the sentiAdvertising lnq~lrles shouid be directed lo Eli7.aU.S. soldier killed in this war can . vice Committee, they are ~oinmii
ments of the entire staff. it is also nol thesolo responsibilbeth Amell, Advenising Manager, 513-745-3561. nevet be truly described. We can ted to remaining sensitive to the
ily of the Opinions and Editorials edik>r to write it.
One copy of The Xavitr Newswire, distributed on
Theslalemcnts and opinioos of'/71e XavierNeK,nvire
campus, is free per person per week. Additiimal copies
never
claim to know the thoughts, ·· families of the soldiers. If anyfamare not necessarily _those of the student body, faculty or
are 25 cents ..
~ministration ofXavicf. The statements and opinion~ of
.Xavier Universilyisan acadclnicconlmunity com.
emotions and feelings of the over ily requests that the ,name of thefr .·

Man v-s. machine

l
e
.
-.
S ia 1izati n /ZS a
d·
· . ,,
l
tStOrtzon OJ actua .
conversation -giving·
one more -leeway in ..
h ·
b
'd ,,
at can e Sat ...
0

NORA MCINERNY
(]uest Columnist

'1 can also rule .OUt
b h . I . .
any JO
ere am
required to do any 'Sort.
ofmath, See blood, sit
b.
tn a CU ZCte, wear a
stut>id_· unzifi.vrm,_.Or sell.
a n y t h i n g,. "

·Boots honor soldiers'. memories

------------------------·"While "the
Wide (Jpen exh!b.# is
organz~ed by a pacifist .
group, .the~Arnerican
. · · · · · .· ·
Frie nds . Service ·
. ommzttee,. e_J11·ar.e
committed
, to
to
the families of the
sotaters, .·,

a columnist do not necessarily reflect 1h(lSC of editors or

milled tu cq~al opponu_nity .for ~II pemms..

·

·

·
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Eyes Wide Open display reminds us
of those soldiers' lives· Jost in war
.

.

.

.

· I. read . the· articles in. the the Vietnam war memonal. There is
Archbishop Oscar Romero of El terrible huinan cost. Many died on
. Newswire about tl).e "Eyes Wide asimilar wall in ~·park in San Sal- Salvador,. martyred while· saying 9111 but many others have died
Open'; exhibit ~hen I arrived back . vador listing the vfotims of the 12- mass 25 years ago this coming since in our nation's attempts to
·
' at:Xavier from the annual meeting year civil war.
March and now. undergoing the · avenge that attack and in our "preof the CRISPAZ Board (Christians
process of beatification, also in- ventive" invasion of Iraq.
for Peac~ in El Salvador). While"!
. eluded _the securhy forces with the
understand the concerns expressed
civilians as victims of the violence
in the letters, I disagree that the disin that country.
play was not honoring the U.S. ser. In his homily of April 30, 1978~
vicemen and women killed in Iraq.
he reported that: "This week we.
As President Bush said of them
also are mourning the deaths of two
in the presidential debate last week:
policemen; .. I. have placed myself, ·
"Every life is precious ... Everywith the compassion of Christ, on
body ·matters.'.' Maybe_'the boots
the side of the dead~ of those who·
weren.'t shined, but the name tags,
siiffei:, arid I have asked that we pray
for them, and that we unite in the · ·
pli~~os and .other. mementoes. ~ere
thereto remind us that there was a
Recognizing the cost and resolidarity of grief with their famiface and a name-an actual indimembering
all the dead does not .
lies. I have said that the two po- _
vidual_:..respresented by each pair
-1n Spaip during the "Black li~emen that died aretwo more vie- dishonor them nor minimize their
Week" of violence, a year after the · tims of the injustice of our sys- sacrifice.·
of boots.
I saw the display.at Xavier in the death of long-time dictator Fran- tern ... "
We must honor them by keeplarger context of other such dis- · cisco Franco, newspaper ads taken
And on July 9 of the same year, . · ing their memories alive and trying
plays from othei: wars and in <:>ther · out by. many different groups de- he spoke to the idea of further kill- to keep wars from happening so that
countries. There are displays ofvic- ploring the violence listei:J the ci- ing to revenge the deaths of oth~ other men, women and children will
tims' shoes in the Holocaust Mu- vilians7some of them protesters ers: ''You can't try to console the .not have to die in war ·and more
seum iri Washington, D.C. There are and some innocent ~ystariders families of the disappeared by caus- families will not.have to grieve.
nan{es of the milfrary dead on a wall. together with the members. of the · irig other families the same an-Dr. IreneB. Hodgson
in the Kentucky state cemetery.
police and the Civil Guard as vic- guish ... " The "Eyes Wide Open"
-Department of
There are. names of the dead on tims of that violence.
exhibit reminds us that war has a
Modern Languages ·

"The ·'Eyes Wide
Open'exhibit. reminds
us that war has a
terrible human cost."

.-:

Senators contend Ne.wswire ·distorted facts
As. the two power players in the
tors ...First, every senator believed bitter toward each other becaus'e of information that the board reviews.
that extensive research and dis9us- varying opinions on the proposed Thus, to assume three senators can
Newswire's Sept. 29 cover story detailing the de.cision to vote down a sion was essentiai before making reprimand.
·
sway the sentiments of the entire
pl,"esidential i:eprimand against our any type ofdecision.
To mislabel the discussion of .board denigrates the intelligence of ·
SGA president, Andy Gibson, we·
Although the process' longevits other thirteen members.
'
feel it i's our ·obligation to correct ity was frustrating; each. senator
To conclude, $tudents are paraan article. that berates the reader . realized the dangers of making a
mount to Senate. Although the diswith fallacious information.
hasty. decision. on an unpreccussion of internal affairs is necesDue to partial quotes and state- edented matter. Senate agreed that
sary, it does not obviate. our mis- .
ments taken out of context, the a series of extra ineetings was n~
sion· to effectively serve students.
overall sentiments of several sena- . essary to reach a so.u ~~ .
The most detrimental consequence
tors were inaccurately portrayed· · . Furthermore . n
"' · .
··of this article is not that it tarnishes
throughout the article.
·glect<th
our image or pride, but it fails to
Rather than m~intaining jour- ·.9@.!1 ·
neously · communicate that our primary goal
nalistic ·integrity, the pit:ce seems
.A:_M'
ors felt is to work for the students.
to rel_y on a premeditated.thesis and . sively.:.
Hence our inten.tion is twofold:
concocts a story to entertain, notto . · ticularly-:..a_;,__
to reassure student$ that serving
·inform. We reali~e that it is impos- DanaAvenue;;:. ·
o Andy's ticket in them is our chief priority and to
sible to rectify the ar.ticle's myriad •was taxing, the niary's executive elec.tion. The· encourage the Newiwire to treat
mistakes within the confines·of this and went-bey'ond the.
re- author fails to mention that two of future controversial matters with
editorial. Thetefore,we will address sponsibilitles as.senators .. nus, the . these three senators. voted ·against increased professionalism andjourthe article's most salient and funuse of blanket statements such as · the resolution, but-more troubling nalistic integrity.
· ·damental flaws.
"the Senate's tfoie was. not well is the fact that he assumes three
- Betsy Hoover
· It is important. to realize that alspent,'' inaccurately portrays the senators.are· able to persuade oth'Senator
- though each senator felt differently position of every senator:··.
. ei:s to join them in this supposed
. Class of 06'
·,about how to address Andy's admitSecondly, there are no "hard witch-hunt. , ..
·
' ted mistakes, there are certain as~
feelings among the senators." .The '
We are not a board ~f capricious .
-William Buckley ill
pects of the process that obtained · . ivewswire's. misl~ading quotation; senators; each person formulates
Senate Coordinator
the consensus of all sixteen sena- insinuates ~hat some senators. are his or her own stances,based on
Class o/06'

the

. ,,, '
8
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Dave Gilmore, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu
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XU athletes earn
A-lOHonors

•

Musketeers will two ID
Bahamas exhibtions•.
.

..

.

_,_

BY DAVE GILMORE
6~9 forward who was forced out of
Xavier l)niversity's Danielle
.. _Sports "edi~or
. . : ·'· practice's last ·season' with a knee
Skrajewski and Jim Cummings each
New head coach Sean Miller and · injury.
received Atlantic 10 honors for their
The Musketeers wavered at the
the
men's basketball team got a
performances this past weekend.
head
start
on
their
season
by
tour.
hands'
of the Wreckers early, and.at
Skrajewski, a sophomore outone
point
found 'themselves qown ·
ing
the
Bahamas
over
fall
break,
·
side hitter for the Musketeer vol.
managing
to.
pick
up
two
wins
in
38-36
in
the
first half. Two key free
leyball team, earned Player of the
exhibition
play·alorig·the
way.··
from
senior Keith Jackson
.
throws
Week honors after helping XU to
just
before
the
first half buzzer knot- · ·
Led
by
the
scoring
efforts
of
post a 2-0 record. She recorded a
care'er-high 23 kills and a .639 hit- sophomore Justin Doellman, th.e ted the game at 38.
. ·Jackson finished with 10 points ·
ting percentage in· addition to .23 Musketeers downed the Coca-Cola
Explorers on Thursday. and The and seven as'sists. Miller will rely,
digs, which tied her career high.
on Jackson's experience
Against La Salle, Skrajewski re- Wreckers on Saturday in exhibition especially
1
and
games
played
in
Nassau.
leadership,
as he is the. lone
corded 12 kills, 10 digs and four
senior
on
,YVith
six
newcomers
on
the
ros..
the
team
this season.
aces. On the weekend, she averaged
Xavier
closed'outThe
Wreckers·
ter
thiS
season
and
th.ree
new
assis4.38 ·kills per game and 4.12 digs
with
a
strong
10-0
run
that
started
per game en route to tallying her tant coaches in the mix, the Muswith
2:02
left
in
the
game,
at
which
seventh and. eighth double-double keteers took the opportunity to
bond
as
a
team·
and
to
get
a
better
.
point
theMuskielead
was
77-73
..
of the year.
Freshman
Stanley
Burrell
got
in
idea
of
how
the
roster
will
look
Cummings, a midfielder for the
men's soccer team, grabbed Rookie . when the Muskies hit the floor for on the scoring action, putting up
12 points in the win.
of the Week honors after scoring real on Nov. 19 against Oaklang;
Xavier improved on its freetrip
has
been
invaluable
"This
the first two goals of his career, inthrow
shooting from Thursday's
us
both
at
ho.me
with
ten
pracfor
c I udi ng the game-winner in
game,
going 12-for-18 from the
off
the
court
here
in
the
Ba~
tices,
Xavier's 4-1 win over Saint Joseph's
NEWSWIRE ARCHIVE PHOTO
,
line.
hamas
our
team
has
gotten
closer
Sophomore Justin .Doellman provided the bulk ofthe Muskies'
on Sunday.
In their first game .situation in scoring the two exhibition games, scoring 22 points iri the first
He helped lead the Musketeers together and i,n both games the opover
six months, the Xavier Mus- game and 21 points in the second. · ·
posing
teams
really
provided
us
··
·
·
to a 1-0-1 record last weekend· and
keteers
broughthome the first vicwith
insights
into
our
team's
XU is currently tied for fourth in
the A-10. So far Cummings has re- strengths and weaknesses," Miller tory of the Sean Miller era, overcoming the Coca-Cola Explorers, around tl_ireat, scoring 19 points, Burrell notched 14 points. The trip
corded five points in his rookie said..
96-88
on Thursday night.
pulling .six rebounds and record- · gives the Musketeers a jump on the
On
Saturday,
Xavier
had
already
campaign.
Doellman again led all scorers ing five assists.
-season, which normally would not
had a full weekend before facing
"KJ. and tD. were our two best st111t until Oct. 16, andan opportuoff with The Wreckers,
offensive players. all night,'' Miller nity for the new-look. Muskies to
.
.
who the Muskies ~e
feated
in
an
internaremarked~ "They carried us in the . gain some cohesiveness going into .
str~ng
first half. The fact that they hit 6- a tough season.
·
tional rules contest, 87SCHEDULE·
73.
th~ee-point
ra~ge
in
the
"[The
trip]
was
most
important
of-8
from
The Xavier University women's
Doellman
led
all
scor·
first
half
gave
us
a
boos~."
fpr
a
guy
like
Brian
Thornton,
·who
tennis team continued its strong
.
Thornton
set
the
tone
for
his
hasn't
piayed
for
over
a
year,
and
21
points
and
ers
with
play as the Musketeers competed
play
over
the
weekend,
providing
.
new
guys
like
Josh
Duncan,
Dupree
managed
to
grab
five
relast Saturday and Sunday at the Mia formidable fronfoourt presence, · Lucas and Stanley Burrell, who
bounds as well.
ami Invitational.
scoring
13 points and nine .re- have ·never played Division I col~
Providing
more
solid
Xavier finished the two-day
play
in
the
frontcourt
was
bounds
in
only 18 minutes of play- .lege basketball,'' Miller said of his
event with a 17-7 singles record and
ing
time.
.
newcomers.
Vanderbilt
transfer,
juna 12-1 record in doubles action.
ior
Brian
Thornton,
who
·
The
Musketeers
··mairi
weakness
The team returned home to Cin~
Senior Stephanie Bauer, junior
that
showed
in
Thursday's
contest
cinnati
Sunday night and will re.tallied
13
points
and
nine
Kristen Clary and senior Lauren
was
ineptitude
at
the
free-throw
sume
pr~ctice
again on Saturday.
rebounds.
Clary each recorded a perfect 3-0
·
line;
"[Thornton]
is
going
·Junior
Dedrick
Finn did not
record in their three singles
to
score
for
us.
He
Xavier
shot
just
just
under
57
permake
the
trip
due
to
a su~p~nsion
matches.
missed
having
two
cent
from
the
charity
stripe
(21-for•
for
violation
of
team
rules.
FreshThe Musketeers also dominated
37).
The
Muskies
also
had
trouble
man
Churchill
Odia,
Xavier's
most
double-doubles·
this
trip
the field on the doubles side as.they
with
ball
control,
surrendering
23
highly
touted
recruit
this
season;
with
22
points,
dishing
five
assists
is
even
more
impressive
and
that
posted a 12-1 record.
·
turnovers to the Explorers.
· also did not travel with the team
XU will return to action Oct. 21 when you consider his year off from as well.
In
his
first
game
as
a
Musketeer,
due to student visa regulations.
basketball,'!
Miller
remarked
Jackson
proved
to
of
the
be
an
allfor the first day of the ITA Midwest

Women's tennis
stays

XU EXHIBITl'C>i\t

Regional hosted by the University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis.

Games to 'Watch

Women's soccer
victorious
Sophomore forward Amber
Silvis scored the only ·goal for XU
with under seven minutes remaining in the game to lift the Xavier
University. women's soccer· team
past Saint '19seph 's 1-0 Sunday afternoon in Philadelphia.
With the win, XU improves to 49-0. Xavier out-shot SJU 14-to-6
and accumulated a 7-toc3 advan. tage in corner kicks.
The Musketeers return ·Friday ·
when they take on Rhode Island at
.the XU Soccer Complex.

THE·~·
..a.LINE

10/15
vs. Rhode Island
(Xavier Soccer Complex)
7p.m.

10/15
at Rhode Island
· (Kingston, R.1.) ·
..' 7 p.m. ·

10/15
vs. G.eorgeWashington
(Cintas).
7p.m.

···x
10/16

University of Hawaii Invite
· (Honolulu, Hawaii)
.Ta.m.,

XU men's basket.ball returns home from Bahamas
Men's t~nnis wins four at Boilermaker
Invite ... Xavier Rifl~ team opens season' with a win ... Men's soccer c;lefeats St.Joe's; 4-f

SPORTS
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Volleyball surges ahead with
key. conferen.ce. wins
'

\

.·

.

.'

.-

·BY CASEY-WELDON
beentheplayoftalentedsophmore
.C9ntributing writer ·
· outside hitter Danielle Skrajewski,
After a shaky start in the Atlan- . who earned Atlantic 10 Player-oftic 10 seasonwith a loss to Dayton_;. ·the~Week hoqors this past week aftheXavier Volleyball team utilized • ter leading Xavier to a.2-0 record
a series of dominating perfor~ this pastweekend, and a 4-1 record
mances and thrilling come-from- in confe~ence play overall.
.
:Last weekend, the native of
behind victories to catapult itself
to .a. winning record and second Downingtown, Pa. and Villa.Maria
place in the conference over the Academy averaged 4,38 kills per
' gaine ·~nd ·4:12 digs en route to
past few weeks:
: With their dominating stretch of · tallying her ·se~enth and eighth
games; en route to 4cl .record to dotible-doubleofthe year.
open: tip A~lO action, the streaky
S}crajewsk{'s i:ecent success is
Musketeers have propelled them- ' evidence to her potential here-at
selves from a: group °Of talented un-_ Xavier; but two long~timeMuske" ·
derachievers to a force to be' reek- ·.. Jeers have also a~hieved personal
oned with in conference play.
glory in recent ga~es.
· Head coach Floyd Deatbn notes.•·
In the difficult loss to -Dayton,
the team's success as being a direct senior Molly Martin placed her
result of the their learning to play . name a bit higher in the XU record
together: "I thinkthe girls are feel- · books, moving into second place
ing more comfortable with playing on Xavier's all-time assist list. Milrtogether ... We worked hard and we tin currently has 3,777 assists in
··
· ·
.
NEWSW/REPHoroevsHANEGLEASON
havelcontinued] to work hard. If. herremarkablecareer.
Sophomore Danielle Skrajewski {10),junior Carley Horvath (3) ,·sophomore Astyn Bjorklund (8),
they want to be champions, they
Coach Deaton also etched his . junior Kate Duchek (4) helped to boost the Musketeers' conference record to 4-1 over fall break, a
have .to work like champions.,, . mime in Xavier history, earning ca- . stretch i,n which coach Floyd Deaton achieved his 300th career victory.
Xavier is currently 10~8 (4-1) on reer win 300 in the victory over of the season, the Musketeers were control of the match thanks in large deficits in the opening games verthe young season .. ·The Musketeers, Fordham. The reserved Deaton, in need of a third leg to help. carry part· to big hitting and clean play.
SUS the Rams of Rhode Island and
who were preseason favorites to · who now has 302 wins during his · the team to success this season.
. The Muskies. out hit the Owls fordham.
win the A-10, jumped out to a dis- tenure at Xavier:, was blase in reRelying on the consistent play 44 kills to. 30, while committing
Down 27-24 (URI). and 26-23
appointing 6-7 record to start the sponse to his personal achieve~ of Martin and junior Kate Duchek just 14 errors (Skrajewski; no er- (FU). the Musketeers wiggled their
season, but have used their recent .ment: "[300] does not feel any dif- .for much of th~ season, unequivo- rors) as compared.to Temple's 19 way out of sure defeat in those
four game winning streak to fight ferent[thananyotherwin]. It feels cally important to the team's sue- in the final three games.
games, all but knocking the wind
their way to second pface in the the same at number 299 .as it does cess was and will be the individual
In probably her best perfor- out of their opponents' sails.
conference standings.
at 301." .
play of the typically err~tiC Xl.iun- . mance in a Musketeer uniform thus
Xavier has also proved capable
The blowout loss to Dayton to
With all the success Xavier has derclassmen.
. ·
!
far, Skrajewski recorded a career- of winning on the road in confers_tart the conference season, endured in recent memory, the Mus"Champions are not just look- high 23 kills and matched a career ence play, as they are a perfect 2-0
Xavi~r's lone Atlantic lO loss thus keteers have ·shown weaknesses at ing for what the coach tells them to high in digs with 23, compiling a away from the Cintas Center in Afar, leaves the. Musketeers a times. Having struggled with con- do but it is what the coach does not .639 hitting ·percentage.
10 games.
tiebreaker behind. the 12-6:Flyers. . sistency and ~rrant play for much tell them to do that makes champiThe fourth of the current winThe Muskies picked up their
Even with the disappointing
ons. Against Temple, this past week~ ning streak, the Temple victory is first conference road victory of the
conference opener, Dea'ton sees:
· end was a good example of that.
symbolic ofthe growth of the_ season against LaSalle, who regi:eat things aheadfor.his team:."I
"{300}
We fell behind2-0anci mentally· Muskiesasateamoverthepastfew cently beat Temple on the road.
r,
they got it together to co~e back matches.
The Musketeers will return to
thought we played nervous against
Dayton.. Other than· that; I thirik
l
and \Vin," said Deaton in response
The previbus three matches the . the court this weekend wi$ a pair
tohisteam'simpi:essivetumaround. Musketeers won in decisive fash- ofconferencematchesattheCintas
thatwehayebeenpfayingwell. We
Down 2-0, the Musketeers ral- ion.
,
Center.
are getting better and we an~ get- ·
lied for an improbable 3:2 vi~tory
None of the contests versus
Xavier will open up the tandem
ting more·relaxed with the offerise,
We have some good offensive weap·
over the Owls, who were previously Rhode Island, Fordham or LaSalle of games with a 7 p.m. showing
ons and t~ey are startfog to feel
undefeated in theA~10,-2g:30, 26- lasted longer than the.minimum of against George Washington, before
cpmfortable on.the court."
-Head coach Floyd Deaton
. 30, 30-24, 30-15, .15-12. After two three games. Showing their poten- hitting the floor at 4 p.m. on Satur.· CruCial to Xavfor's suc·cess has
narrow defeats, the Musketeers. took tial, XU managed to fight off late day to take on Duquesne. . .
0

does not feel
d/.fh.
h · .
any 1:JJ'l!rent t. 'ah 'anJ
other u;in}.. Jtfe.efsthe
same at nU'f(/:ber 299
as it does at30J. "
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·.cross· cou1'"try.
Staudigel, 'rurinir{gthe ,
courseJ.e 27:21. . Senior.
The Xavier University men's ChrisTieke was rightbeand women's cross countryteams hin_d him, finishing with
ran to 13th and 19th place at the . a time of27:25.
50th Annual All"Ohio lntercolle- .
The Xavier women's
· giate Cross Country Champion- team was led by senior
. ship.
.
·· ·
.
Kristin Hoff. Hoff led all
· The event was hosted by Ohio the Musketeers .with a
Wesleyn Univeristy inDefaware, time of 19:47. Freshman
Ohio this past weekend. There Amanda Brown finiShed
were 39 men's teams and 39 right behind Hoff with a
women's teains that were compet- time of 19:49.
ing for the_Champion~hip.
-The men's and
-Kent State took home top hon- women's teams will head
. ors in the womep's division arid·' to Ha\\faii. ~ext weekend
· Ohio State posted the best team to compete in the. Universcore in the men's division. sity of Irawaii Sprint InXavier was led by. junior Paul vitational in Honolulu.
BY RACHEL FISCHER
· Assistant sports editor ·

.

FedEX@ ~round. Thinking about sqm¢'fastcash and .help with college?
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground.team.as a part-tin:ie Package Handler.
You'll work up a sweat. And in return;.geta weekly paycheck, tuition
assistance and more. ·

Qualifications: .

•·Must .be able to lift 50 lbs~
• $9 to $9.50 p/hrto, start, scheduled raises
after 90 days and 1. year. 2 shifts available.:
5PM-10PM Mon-Fri Or·2AM-8AM Tue-Sat
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• ·1a y~ars or older
• Part-time, 5-day week

Apply Directly to: ·
FedEx Ground
7
966 Inter-Ocean Drive
Cin~innati, OH 45246
fedex.com/us/careers
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team . .

From 1~75 North to 1-2.75 West, Take Exit #428: OH 747 North.Exit. Merge onto Princeton Pike, Princeton Pike becomes OH-747. Continue on OH-747 for approximately
2 miles to Muhlhauser Road. Make. a 1.eft onto-Muhlhauser Road. Make a left onto Inter-Ocean Drive. FedEx Ground will be on your right, 9667 Inter-Ocean Drive.

.··
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Jimmy Dillon, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
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Lights shine ll,right in 'Fl:iday Night'
BILLY BOB THORNTON LEADS CAST OF UNKNOWNS IN PETER BERG'S REALISTIC FOOTBALL FLICK

~'\Wl~\JfJ.O.ti~~

Art exhibitions·
at Aronoff Center
The
Cincinnati
Arts
Association's Weston Gallery in
the Aronoff Center for the Arts
presents "Sticks and Stones" and
"Forged Souls, Weathered.Soles."
"Sticks and Stones" is a sitespecific iristallation by Gary
Gaffney created from painted and
manipulated tree limbs and found
objects. It also involves the placement of inscribed rocks with
thoughtful messages situated
prominently in exterior public settings.
"Forged Souls, Weathered
Soles" is a mixed media installation focusing on the dilemma of
the African Diaspora.
The gallery is open from I 0
a.m. to 5 :30 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.
· More information can be found
at www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston.

'EI Bola' in World
Views Lounge
The Modern Languages De- ·
partment presents "El Bola" at 7
p.m. today in the World Views
Lounge on the 10th floor of Schott
Hall.
Directed by Achero Maas; "El
Bola,'' presented in Spanish with
English subtitles, chronicles the
friendship between two young
boys, one of whom is being seriously abused 'at h~me.
This poignant film won more
than 30 international awards, including four Goyas (Spain's
equivalent of the Oscar).
"El Bola" counts as a Spanish
Cultural Event.
For more information contact
Dr. Ignacio Rodefio at x3136.

'Higher Learning' .
in Kelley Auditorium
·Gentlemen Organized for
Achievement and Leadership
(G.O.A.L.) present "Higher
Learning" at 6 p.m. · on Monday
in Kelley Auditorium. ·
"Higher Learning," directed by
John Singleton, explores the racial
and sexual relationships of several
students on a university campus.
Free pizza and wings will be
provided.
For more information contact
J.J. Gibson at x5764 or Shaun
Ladd at x84;34.

'Spider-Man 2' in
GSCTheater

BY JIMMY DILLON

Diversions Editor
East and west-coasters and even
mid-westerners can't begin to comprehend what's it like to play a Friday night football game in Texas .
where the lights are bright; and the
players are, well, troubled.
Based on the 1988 PermainOdessa High School football team
and best-selling book by H.G.
Bissinger; "Friday Night Lights"
chronicles the Panthers and its play-.
ers' season as they pursue a difficult,
yet expected ambition: the.Class 5
Texas State Championship.
If you know anything about high
school football, then you already
.
•
.
. .
·
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
know it's practically a way of life
Quick, whose ~ot a higher nationally ranked football team than St. Ignatius, St X (Cincinnati and
for many small Texan towns, and the
Louisville), Elder, Gonzaga, Trinity and Moeller? That's right, DeMatha High School. Go Stags!
film points out this facet explicitly.
Locals call into" radio sports shows,
The film begins on the first day ship, is under just as much pres- the semifinals; and there are more
entire businesses close while dis- of training caihp where players can sure by alumni "to win or else."
ridiculous uncalled unsportsmanlike
playing "gone to the game" signs expect jitteri;, running, drills, heat,
The acting is exceptional, espe- penalties than any football movie
and the players get pictures taken and more running. And while the cially by some young unknowns, ever - kids are high-stepping and
with the babies of fans.
training camp montage is sufficient, but also by Thornton and McGraw, "prime-timing" it, entire teams are
All the while, Director Peter Berg it never manages to capture the usual who has previously starred in one posing in the end zone, and tacklers
("The Rundown") delves into the come-togetherness that is experi- film. This trait most significantly are allowed to stand over and _taunt
lives of some -of the usually over- enced by the end of the ordeal. For- . separates "FNL" from otherrecent destroyed ball carriers.
pressured players, using unfocused tunately, this is not true for the rest football films.
· In the end, those details are meanand shaky shots that contribute to the of the film.
Additionally, "FNL" resists the ingless because "FNL" captures how
overall feeling of instability.
'We quickly learn Boobie Miles temptation of being "Varsity Blues it feels to play an entire season of
In particular, quarterback Mike is a prima donna, whose knee injury 2" by making its characters believ- .football and by the end of the film
Winchell (Lucas Black, "Cold is probably a result of his disinter- able and its locker room shots poi- you can't help but feel drained.'
Mountain"),
fullback
Don est in lifting weights, Winchell is a gnant, but it still can't seem to
Billingsley (Garrett Hedlund, head case, Billingsley's dad is a big- shake the major football foils in"Troy"), running back Boobie Miles ger head case, and there are other cluding montages that stretch be(Derek Luke, "Antwdne Fisher"). are important characters in the film in- tween most weeks of the regular
showcased as they-go through dif- eluding defensi.ve li'nbman'I'vory season and every game in the play- '
ferent, yet somewhat cliche personal · Christian (Lee Jacksori);. the silent offs before the championship.
episodes.
leader of the team, and safety Brian
Its realism is, at times, dead on, ·
QB Winchell is doing everything . Chavez (Jay Hernandez, "Ladder thanks to the use of athletes that
to get out of his small town and into · 49"), a kid smart enough to get a appear to still be in high school college, FB Billingsley has to deal scholarship for something other than th~ exception being Dallas Carter,
with an abusive, aicoholic father football.
the team they face in the champi(country music star Tim McGraw,
The pressure on the kids is huge, onship - and realistic plays and
"Black Cloud") who happens to be and you won't readily find a non- tackling - the exception again
a Panther legend, and star RB Miles football scene in the film where a being Dallas Carter.
handles a potentially career-ending former player or parent doesn't ask
Then again players are wearing
Under Armour, a company created ·
injury he receives in a first week.. them ifthey're going to win state.
blow-out win.
·
Meanwhile, Coach Gary Gaines by a man who wouldn't even have
While the characters prove to be (Billy Bob Thornton, "Bad Santa"), been in high school yet; they play··
Unfortunately, the movie doesn't
interesting, "FNL".really shines with who is as much concerned about Dallas Carter in the championship dig as deep as the book to show you
its simulation of a football season.
team develOpm~nt as a champion- when (in real life) it was actually how ignorant and brutish these kids ·
. could be in school or the special
treatment they would receive in the
classroom. If "FNL" stayed closer
to the book, we -would see that
Bciobie Miles not only can't play
football for the entire season, but
slips into oblivion, ignored by his
teammates and teachers.
No, that would make an infinitely
· more important film, a possibly
damaging socialcritique. And while
the book stirred up thelocals in Per. mian-Odessa, a movie like. that
' might disturb an entire country.
But until then, in Texas (and
.
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM . probably everywhere in the U.S.),
Coach Gaines: "Men, just be glad you don't play for terrible Ohio football teams:'
football is king._

Live· wires

New Releases

SAC and GSC Programming
Board present "Spider-Man 2" at
· 11 p.m. on Thursday and Friday
in the Gallagher Student Center .
Theater;
Sam Raimi's blockbuster features the Spider-Man's attempts to
battle Doc Ock and balance his .
fove life with Mary Jane.

Voodoo· Organist
@ York Street Cafe

Friday, Oct. 15
Endochine
@Top Cat's

Saturday, Oct. 17
TheMakers
@ Southgate House

Monday, Oct.18
Holly Golightly ·
@ Southgate House

Wednesday, Oct. 13
The following discs are due for release on or before Oct. 12 ...
To~y Bennett Fifty Years: The Artistry o/(Columbia/Legacy) ... Toni
Braxton Platinum & Gold (Arista/BMG Heritage) .. .'No Doubt Everythingin Time (lnterst:ope) ... Santana Santana: Legacy Edition (Columbia/Legacy) ... Brian Setzer Orchestra Boogie Woogie Christmas.
(Surfdog) ... Johnny Winter _Second Winter: Legacy Edition (Cofombiiil .·
Epic) ... Wu-Tang.<;Ian: Legend of: Greatest Hits (BMG He~i.tage) ...
'

.

'

•;.·I

.

... all dates are tentative.
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. JAOQ~JI;N'PHEONIX AND JOHN TRAVOLTA STARIN THIS DRAMA DEPICTING BALTIMORE FIREMEN
BY.BRANDI WILLIAMS
. / · · Contri~utingWriier

as it melts under the scorching heat
of the flames .
, The floors cave in arid the walls
crash to the ground. We're blinded
by the smoke aS the firefighters trek
through the homes looking for victims.

. ·' Howis itthatfirefighters run.foto
a, burn,ing building when everyone '
el!;e is running out? This IS, the troll~ .·
bling.questionposed by the riew _: .·
movfo ''Ladder49;" starring Joaquin ·: .
·Phoenix ('°The'Village") and John '
.
,1;ravolta ('.'Pµlp :Fiction")~ ·
The Touchstone/Beacon produc~ · ·
' -tion celebrat~s and chronicles the
ery day .life of th~ brotherly bond cif .
firefighters who risk.their lives and. '
stability of their families in the pur- ···
suit of their passion ..:.. fighting fires
and saying lives.
Jake Morrison, played by Phoenix
is a Baltimore firefighter who is faced
with th¥ blaze of his life as he runs
''
. '
'
.
' ' '.
'
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
into a burn.ing building; attempting to.
''
'
save the life of a man who is stuck on. Jaocjuin and John': "We didn't start the fire I No we didn't light it /-But we tried. to fight it:' Tear.
'
the' 12th floor.
. (Brook Hamlin", "Another Pretty Morrison's mentor and Chiefof the 2"). Director Ji~ Russell ("Tuck
In a. heart-pumping scene, he res- Face") and Nicky (Spencer firehouse, never ceases to amaze the Everlasting") has perhaps created
cues and lowers the victim down from Berglund).
audience with his brilliance on the one of his best ma.sterpieces in
.-"Ladder 49.''
·
·the 12th. story window wheri the
Meanwhile, his fellow big screen.
We can foel the anxiety of their
building su9denly collapses and he firefighters.work feverishly to cut
The movie is packed with hilariThe audience becomes so atwives
and children as they watch
finds himself trapped in the towering through the debris and fire to res- ous locker room jokes and heart- tached to the characters and the situinferno.
,.
cue their comrade.
· .wrenching fire· stories, as the s.ta- ations taking place because of the their husbands and fathers.dangle
lnjured undern~ath th~ rubble, he
Pheonix has come a long way tion experiences and. copes with intimate views of the fires they en- from a building or become ab. isforced to contemplate the decisions from his role in the science fie- budding love, death and tragedy.
counter due to the camera angles sorbed by flames. We can even al. that he has· made· in, his.· life leading tion film "Signs," and has prove11
The star-studded movie also in.,_ . and 'the wide-range of light and most taste the sweat that drips off
up to this point in the movie, includ- he is a quality actor, even contri9- eludes Morris Chestnut ("Anacon- scenery.
their brows.
This movie is dynamic in ail
ing his life with his wife Linda uting to the :humor of this .film. das:. The Hunt for the Blood OrThe viewer is taken inside the
(Jacinda Barrett ofMTV's Real World While the leg~ndary Travolta, . chid"), Balthazar Getty ("Traffic") bu'rning building as it explodes, and · rights and is sure to blaze the box
London), and his two children, Katie who plays Mike Kennedy, and Robert Patrick ("Terminato~ can hear thy squealing of the metal office:

ev-

'

'

Music Reviews
Faith Evans and Anthony Hamilton
. ballads that go so far as to hit lyrics such as "Roll me like a tum- .
show that there is definitely a soul- ·
' notes of love ·and spirituality bleweed ip ~den.'' he does So with
:along the way. · , - ·
· such. vigoi"::.that listeners,wW shun
ful under tone throughout the entire album.
This Magnificent .Distance blatant sublime messages in favor
One of my personal favorites,
pays homage.· to nearly ev_ery of the purity in his voice.
· "Around My Way," artistically
earthly predecessor from the 60's,
However, with an overemphasis
paints a real-life picture of the ghet. ranging from Led Zeppelin to on his grounded lifestyle, it might
· The Band. Yet, in doing so, appear as if.Robinson has gone too
tos.
Powerful lyrics over a poetic,
· Robinson creates a sound that is far; maybe he has.
all his own.
Traditional Black Crowes fans
melodic beat make this song one
of the h.ottest tracks on this album
Whether he is adapting Jerry will rave that the front man has for-:
by literally putting into words the
Garcia's finger picking with ever lost his roots, claimingthat the
Chris Robinson
pain those in the hood feel on_ a day"Eagles on the Highway,'~ or try- bookends of the album, "40 Days"
This Magnificent Distance
ing to re~invent Duane Allman's and "SeaofLove,~· are the only real'
to-day basis. With a relative un·(Vector)
known, John Legend, singing the
signature slide guitar with "Piece rockers.
hook, Kweli shows ~hy he's one
of Wind,'' something lies at the
Thankfully, ~ough, the legend
,heart of his music that can only has fully emerged from. his anof the top lyricists in the game.
. ..
- . .:
.
:' be described as an unattested . drogynous glory days tc:i prove that
He subtly mixes inspirational
Talib combines beats and _ and note-worthy lyrics with head~
· .Robinson soars without
Robinson ba:ll~d.
classic sounds and rays of sunlight
meaning
Black. Crowes
For that reason alone; within · are more than enough to sufficefor
bobbing, ·hand-waving beats.
minutes of hitting play listeners a lack ofbhiesy.stompin' riffs.
"Black Girl Pain" eloquently exFornier Black Crowes front man will find that Robinson's voice --. And while-it still might be hard
Talib Kweli's sophomore solo presses the pain of his daughter-·a
Chris Robinson returns with an album ·has never sounded so soulful.
for listeners tO imagine a humbl.ed album, The Beautiful Struggle, truly black girl growing up with the sepa~ •
full oflai~~back s_foner rock_that longs
Track in and track out, he Robinson, in time, wed may re~lize . lives up to its oxymororiic title by ration of per. parents.
for a time since passed.
shows that he has never lost the · that that is just how we like him.
juxtaposing the beautiful and dark
:.Some of the negative aspects of
reality of the plight of those in the the album include the random atThis time around he has shied power to upstage a tranquil piano
away from the boogie 'o{his former wandering in the background. .
- Patrick Gill ghetto today. ·
·
tempt at mixing rock with rap in
band, leavi11g listeners with sweeping
Even when' Robinson croons
Copy Editor . The first song on the album en- "We Got The Beat."
titled "Going Hard" .sets
. Although some pull it off won- ·
the tone
for the rest. of .the derfully like Andr~· 3000 in The
.
..
songs. It's the thesis for Love Below and Classic Aerosmith
the
album - life in the and Run DMC in the 80s, Kweli
'
ghet~o is hard and someand RES fall short and the song ·
times ·unimaginable, but comes off as both corny and a dethe people in it always cade-too-late. ·
make the best out of the
Also, with big names like Kaiiye
cards they've been dealt.
West and Just Blaze producing sev.·In it, he tackles subjects eral songs, one would expect a
like the diamonds that · clean album without flaws, but a
drive conflict in Africa, the couple songs.sound choppy..
history of the slave trade,
While it's usually sad to see your
AIDS, politics and gun favorite "underground artist"
control.
mainstreaming his music, The
It's.evident there is no Beautiful Struggle has a delicate
subject too touchy or too balance of the mainstream feel
. .. . . >
.'\
'.
.
.
. ,
'
' •
controversial for him to without completely alienating those
,-·.·
tackle with his fiery east- who value lyrics over catchy beats.
coast rhymes'.
.
· Collaborations with .
- Chevo~ Mitchell
singers like Mary J. Blige,
Op-Ed Editor
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·Shake your tail feather,
. . over to the WRlllNG CENTER.
We'll change .your writing tune.
~
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CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS

12 week of OCTOBER 13, 2004

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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SUNDAY

October 13

·October 17

·· ·. Today at 8 p.m~ in the Gallagher .
Yeah people come up!. Back
docktower lounge there will be a
again huh? How was your Fall
· Responsible Citze·nsh~p discusBreak? Oh that's good to .hear.
sion .. ·. This· is a. non-partisan disYeah, mine was fine too. I got ancussion about. voting a Cathoother Ph.D. in Straight Chillin'.
lic ..
And now the news.
Now I'm .sure that there are
. October· l . . . . . .
Shantytown also starts today. I
6
. October 14
can't really say anything more
many people on campus who read
A.re you dreading looking for a
Well lmean,-it IS Saturday,·s~ aboutthathere,justmakesureyou
this every week and say to themwhat are you doing on campus? buy eggs ..
selves, "This is tr~sh, I'm going to realjobbecauseyou'recomfortable
· . Seriously, stop· k. If yoti ARE on
Chrfs Kirkpatrick and Eminem
throw this away." They wouldn't · in your cushy post being the LAC?
be alone, I do the same. One place Well; snap out of it and get you~
campus.~ like if you have to work at bot~ celebrate their births today.
that particularly dislikes my hu- resume together. Today from 5:30
the LAC or something, check out , Is that ironic or coincidental? ·
,
mor, however, appears to be the · to (i:30 in Gallagher.330 there will
How do I write this trash?.
the Career Self-Assessment Work- ·
LAC which has instituted a new, be a Resume Workshop so that you
tomme ca.·
shop in the XMBA r<!om in HailWhat eise? Well remember how ·stones .at 9 a.m. The workshop fo"Don't be like Dr. Josh" i:ule. I can hone your resume to a razor_
Octobe·r 18 ·
mean, that's fine, I don't want to. sharp edge capable of shaving your · you'r~ working on your resume? . cuses on determi.mng your career
1\vo thi_ngs, you can .get your
·
· ··Well now it's time to get rid of that_ dreams· by realizing more ·about
be like a Center, so we're even .. If feet with.
Who said that Xavier couldn't LAC uniform and get some real yourseif. I mean~ as an.example, if mid-terms today, so make sure you
you want to learn more about it's
rules and regulations, check it out get politically active? I didn't. clothes for your job interviews. If you're working in the LAC and butter up yotir folks to ease the
during the coffee hour from 3:30 . Maybe it was someone at the LAC. you need more pointers. on inter- you're saying, "This Dr. Josh is an whole thing in there. But more
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Faces of Either way, _today at. 7 p.m. in the . views head to Gallagher 330 at 1:30 idiot," maybe you should do some importantly, today is Lee Harvey
Schiff conference center G. John · p.m. for more pointers, such as what self~assessment and 'realize that be- Oswald a.nd Jean-Claude Van
the World Lounge. ·
If you're interested 'in actually Ikenbei:ry speaks on ''American· .notto do atan interview. I'm pretty ing the LAC isn't a job and you're Damme's day of birth. What am I ·
helping people out, opposed to Power and World Order: Between sure for this demonstration they can not angry at me, but rather your- insinuating? Oh nothing, just that
Van Damme knows how to work a
"assisting" them, head to Empire and a Community of Democ- just
show
Spud
from self. Oooh, thatwas·deep.
rifle
and he was like seven when
If you're the same mental age as I
Gallagher 330 at 4 p.m. for the racies." I love it when people refer "Trainspotting" tweaked out on
whole
thing werit down ..
the
am, you'll enjoy the Old Scho.ol
Academic Service Learning Se- to an American Empire because it speed.
makes me feel like I'm in"Star Wars"
Speaking of being tweaked out, Recess today from 3 to 7 p.m; on the
mester information session.
I'm friggin' so excited because· to- Greenspace. There's going to be
If you're tired ofsitting in your and I love the Empire.
night is the opening night for kickball, which is about all that I
room by yourself and ;relling back
"Don't
Tell Anna," Xavier's Pre- need to know. I mean Addidas in•
at the cardboard cut-outs of Bush
October 19
mier Improv group. The show . vented shell-toes specifically for
Rev. David Schilling Will· be
and Kerry, head to the Conaton
October 15
promises to be hilarious, thought- kickball. Did you know that? I did. ~aking a presentation on CorpoBoard room at 7 p.m. for the
Done kicking balls? Head to rate Responsibility today at 7 p.m.
I'm sure you already know that provoking and fresh. It's all going
DebateWatch 2004. There will be
commentary provided by a vari- Talib Kweli's coming to campus, down at 8 p.m. in Kelley audito- K~lley for DTA part two, the return. in Kelley. . .
That's it for Dr. Josh thi~ week
ety of experts, so if Bush pro- but what you don't know is that rium, and, p.s., it's friggin' free! I'm I' II be in attendance, so if you want ·
nounces Abu~Ghraib different there's a ticket kick-off on the sure the LAC can afford that, and it me to autograph your chestal region kiddos, make sure that you tune _in
ways they'll be quick to correet, Greenspace at 12:~0 p.m. There, can critique my performace there or something, I'd be happy to oblige, next week for' Ryan's adventures
. in crime fighting and being. rad.
too.
for a small fee of course. · ···
now you know that too.
I'm sure.ofit.
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SATU.RDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

."FRIDAY

Help Wanted
Educate for the Earth through a
state-wide environmental .campaign. Seeking those committed
to safeguarding Ohio's natural re~
sources. $875+/week. -FT/PT, MF, 2- IO p.m. Internships, great for
students. Fun, progressive work
environment. Call 221-2115 to interview.

For Rent

Child care wanted for adorable
two-year-old twin boys. Job entails
Totally redone 2 bedroom apartrunning errands, playing, teaclling, ment. AvailableNov. 1. Hardwood
light c<;>oking, bathing, and help floors, dishwasher, central air, parkgetting the kids to bed. Candidate ing, laundry, li:i.rge living room and
must have valid driver1s license and · dining room. Located in one of the
a car. Dog and animal lover a plus. nis¢st areas of Norwood, very close
Up to 20 hours per week. Pay is $7~ · to Xavier. Rent is $625. Call Marc
l 0 per hour based on experience. at 281-3863.
Call Cindy at 470-1563.

Norwood- Renovated efficienGET PAID A GUARANTEED
cies, one and two bedrooms, new
$2,500 EVERY MONTH TO
The Cincinnati Sports Club is ·
kitchens and tile baths, instant hot
START! International company
seeking part-time staff to work in
water, built-in dressers, ·refinished
now hiring people between the
the Sports&Activities Department.
· hardwood floors, laundry, storage ages of 18 to 25 to work part-time!
Responsibilities include scheduling
$300, $350, $475 + utilities. Call
Visit www.coyfs.com/support.html .
and overseeing weeknight and .
Ben at 861-4111 if interested.
for complete details.
weekend sports activities inCiuding
Babysitter wanted· for a soccer, field hockey, and lacrosse.
'Cincinnati Apartments Availableprofessor's baby in Madeira, eight Evening and weekend· availability
Search hundreds of ind~pendent
'miles from campus. Afternoons 1- required. Please call 527-4000 for
landlord listings in theXavier area
6 p.m., 2-5 days per week. Flex- more information or fax resume to
from just one website! Go to
If interested, e-mail 527-5030.
ible.
www:apartmentfrog.com
amatsonhy tand@yahoo.com.

Part-time/occasional child
care needed for fun, five-year~old
child in Amberley Village.
Flexible hours to work around
your school ·schedule; both day
· and evening hours available.
Call Beth at 351-9949.
Want to earn extra.money· by
taking surveys? It's free to join.
Make $3-$20 per survey. Just go
to http://www.zses.com.

'For Sale
Norwood- Beautiful yiCtorian
three story house. Four bedro~ms.
·Close to campus.. This would be
perfect for 4-5 students to share. Call
Donna at 368-2388.

Car- 1997 Saturn SL2. $4500..
Great, reliable car! New tires, new
breaks, new muffler, power locks,
air conditioning, regular. oil·..
changes and maintenance done,
automatic lransmission, and
.. 82;000 miles (most are highway
·miles). Call Annie at 533-4006.

Travel
. Spring Break Bahamas
Celebrity Party Cruise! .5 Days,
$299! I.ncludes Meals, Parties!
Cancun~ Acapulco, Nassau,
JariiaiCa From $459! Panama ·
City and Daytona, $159!
www.SpringBreakTra°Vetcom; 1800-678-6386.. ' .

· Spring Break 2005- Travel with
STS, America's #.1 · Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
l or 2 bedroom apartment avail- Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Pa~ti~ipants ag~s 18+ ~anted!
Residents of Butler, Clermont, able for the 2005-2006 school year. Now hiring on~campus reps. Call.
Hamilton, and Warren counties 3919. Regent Avenue. $450 per ·for group discounts. Information/
Reservations; .1-800-648;;4849 or
wanted to participate in a decision- month. Call' Alex at 256~0253;
www.ststravel.com. ·
making study in Cincinnati on Fri-.
"·
day ·1115,, Saturday ·1116, and Sunday 1117. Need only to bea regis. tered voter or have valid Ohio
,l to 6 bedrqom apt~: Off Street
#1 Spring Break .Vacation~;'!
driver's license. Reward is $225- parking,. walking distance. to
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Baba- ..
$300 and an interesting experience. Xavier, laundry facilities, water in~ .· mas, Florida. · Campus Reps .
Call 800-505-6166 or 621-3540 eluded. As low as $240 perstu- · Wanted! Free Meals and Parties!
between noon - 7 p.m; Sunday IOI- ·. dent. For information, call Harold
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 3 4 - .7 0 0 .7
lOthrough Friday 10/15 to apply; .• at 53Z-515J,· .
·e~dlesssurilmertours.com··

For lllore
informa.tion on
display
call·
ads,
.
Elizabeth._
Arnett at
745-3561.
.

·.

